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29th May 2019 
 
Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development 
Dog Standards and Guidelines Consultation 
Animal Welfare Regulation 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I am writing to you today as a current client of The Holistic Hound Dog Training based in Perth, WA to 
oppose some of the new standards proposed in the Draft Standards and Guidelines for the Health 
and Welfare of Dogs in WA, specifically those outlined below; 

The flat ban on prong collars  
S12.2 Prong collars must not be used on a dog. 
 
The adjustments to the accepted method of use of Electronic Collars, points (a) & (b) 
S13.1 An electronic collar must only be used on a dog in accordance with the 
generally accepted method of use. For the purposes of these Standards, the 
generally accepted method of use includes: 
(a) if a reasonable and documented effort has been made to use other 
training techniques to modify behaviour and these have not been 
effective; 
(b) a veterinarian has examined the health and temperament of the dog 
and reasonably believes that the dog is suitable to wear an electronic  
collar. 
 
We have been using prong collars for over a year now. After suffering from a bad back and neck 
injury, it was impossible to walk both of my dogs, especially my 35kg Amstaff who would drag me 
down the street. I could only take the girls out on a walk if I could convince my partner to come, 
which he didn’t’ enjoy because it was never an enjoyable relaxing walk. He told me that if we could 
get a trainer in to help get Floki walking better, he would be happy to go on family walks every day. I 
set out to find a trainer, and after a few failed attempts, and one trainer telling me I will "never have 2 
calm staffies", we were blessed to find Lauren and the prong collars.  

At first I was extremely hesitant, it looked barbaric. These dogs were use to sleeping with an electric 
blanket and being served warm coats on winter mornings, I wasn’t going to use THAT. After 
discussing my hesitation with Lauren, she explained how the prong collars actually work, and put 
one on me to feel the pressure myself.  
Lauren spent ample time at our house with the dogs, getting them use to the collar and ensuring 
they were comfortable.  
I am now able to walk them both, by myself and with a loose lead. I am so proud of how far they 
have come, and I constantly get compliments on how beautifully they walk and how well behaved 
they are. People are often shocked when they see their collars, but once I am given the chance to 
explain how they work I find myself handing Lauren's number over to organise one for their own 
dogs. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my submission. I would be happy to substantiate the above 
information by answering any questions or submit further if needed as I feel so strongly about this 
cause.  
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Kind Regards,  
Ebbs Ienco   

Client of  
The Holistic Hound Dog Training 
Lauren Maslen (Owner-Operator)  

 
ABN: 38 322 407 514 


